
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

We founded Bonefish Boatworks 
to fill a void in the custom boat 
building industry. Our company is 
dedicated to the manufacture of 
exceptional composite fishing 
boats. We started with just two 
models and a single brand, but 
have grown to seventeen different 
models across multiple brands. 
This affords our clients the 
unprecedented ability to design 
and personalize a boat that best 
fits their needs, style and budget 
Regardless of the number of 
different models we’ve brought to 
market, our commitment to 
quality, performance and 
craftsmanship remains constant. 
We thank you for considering us, 
and hope you choose to join our 
family of boat owners. 

Ron & Celisa Cook 
 Ron and Celisa Cook 



 
 
 

For some builders “custom” means you pick a hull color from a pre-determined list. Not so with us. When we say 
custom, we mean it. You can pick any color in the spectrum for your hull, deck, console and hatches. You also pick 
the color of your upholstery, stitching and piping. In addition, many of our boats offer multiple console, seating and 
pipework options. Owners choose from anodized, powder coat and even Line-X coatings for their pipework. The 
number and placement of live wells is often an option as well, as is the brand and model of trolling motors, shallow 
water anchors and electronics packages. We also offer every major brand of outboard power on the market. In short, 
you get exactly what you want the way you want it. It requires some patience during the build process, but you’ll be 
rewarded with exclusivity and superior resale value over conventional boats. 
 



Building high performance fishing boats with consistently superior quality requires continual diligence and attention 
to a myriad of details.  We constantly search for and research the best components possible to use in the 
construction of our boats. Like the proverbial chain, we seek to eliminate any weak links. That is why we only 
associate with the very best companies and use proven components from industry leaders. From Type 316 stainless 
steel to tinned copper wiring, if the component isn’t of the highest quality, we won’t use it. That’s not to say our 
owners never experience a deficiency, but it does mean that they can rest assured that we did everything we could 
to try to avoid it and that we’ll make it right should it happen. 



 

Unlike other recreational boats, Bonefish brand boats 
are built using high-grade lamination materials that 
yield a vastly superior composite. It all begins with 
UV-resistant npg-isophthalic gel coat with superior 
elongation that resists cracks, blushes and blisters. 
That means the hull, deck and other parts stay shiny 
and blemish-free longer. All of our composites are 
built using a proprietary blend of bi-axial woven  
fiberglass, Kevlar, carbon fiber and Innegra fabrics 
that are applied in multiple layers and in opposing 
directions with overlapping seams. This means the 
parts are STRONG. Very STRONG. In addition, the 
fabric layers sandwich high-density closed cell foam 
coring that provides rigidity as well as flotation. These 
composite layers are chemically bonded to one 
another using a superior blend of epoxy vinyl ester 
resin that is specifically formulated for maximum 
corrosion resistance, excellent impact strength and 
extreme tensile elongation. All of this means that our 
composite laminates are stronger, stiffer and lighter 
than the conventional laminates used by the balance 
of the recreational boat manufacturing industry. Use 
of high-tech materials certainly comes at an increased 
cost, but the resulting ride and performance of our 
boats make it well worth it.  
 



 

The hallmark of Bonefish brand fishing boats is 
our exclusive use of v-pad stepped bottom hull 
designs. A “step” is a transverse notch in the 
bottom of a boat. With a step, the dynamic 
pressure beneath the boat is distributed over two 
or three small patches of hull surface (one step 
yields two patches while two steps result in three 
patches). Each of these patches is wider and 
shorter than the wetted surface of a traditional hull 
bottom. This means reduced wetted surface with 
less frictional resistance. As velocity increases a 
partial vacuum with lower pressure than the 
surrounding atmosphere is created aft of each 
step. The lower pressure then draws in ambient air 
which is distributed along the hull bottom. Since 
air is more slippery than water, the boat hull has 
less drag and goes faster for a given amount of 
thrust. Said differently, a stepped boat traveling at 
the same rate of speed can do so using less power 
and with reduced fuel consumption. We’ve 
combined the benefits of the stepped bottom 
design with a v-pad running length-wise along the 
keel. This v-pad further reduces dynamic drag 
ensures directional stability and improved 
handling over other inferior step bottom designs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



With its unique running surface and notched transom, the Bohemian 17’ runs, floats and poles in super shallow water. 
No other skiff offers the combination of performance and capability delivered by the Bohemian 17. While this boat is 
great for weekend enthusiasts, it was specifically designed for tournament anglers that have to cover ground quickly 
and comfortably. Unlike competitors that deliver shallow water capability with flat bottom hulls, the Bohemian’s deeper 
deadrise and stepped bottom combine to deliver a smooth ride that saves both fuel and your body. All of this 
performance is wrapped in a stylish package that never fails to turn heads. If you don't like attention, then this is 
definitely not the boat for you. 



 

Length 17’9” 
Beam 6’ 
Transom Height  20” 
Max Horsepower  115hp 
Max Persons 4 
Draft  6.5” 
Fuel Capacity 25gallons 
Weight  550 pounds 
         All figures are subject to variance 
 



 

Click on one of these photos to watch a video 
about this boat or see an online photo album of 
how the boat is built.  



 

The Diavolo 20 redefines the flats boat with terrific holeshot and fantastic performance in rough water. This sleek 
boat is quickly becoming a favorite of top backcountry anglers and guides. Legendary for its speed, range and ride, 
the Diavolo 20 features an advanced livewell system, a center gas tank for superior balance and accessibility as well 
as a recessed console with a state of the art switch panel and room for flush-mounted electronics. Storage space fore 
and aft allows gear to be stowed dryly and securely for any situation. The Diavolo is light and strong for better range 
and speed with mid-range power options up to 200 hp. An optional backrest and a legendary ride make the long 
early-light runs deep into the backcountry a safe and comfortable experience. 



 

Length 20’1” 
Beam 7’5” 
Transom Height  20” 
Max Horsepower  250hp 
Max Persons 4 
Draft  8.5” 
Fuel Capacity 55 gallons 
Weight  900 pounds 
         All figures are subject to variance 
 



 

Click on one of these photos to watch a video 
about this boat or see an online photo album of 
how the boat is built.  



 

If you were lured into boating by the love of fishing, but need the amenities necessary to make the family comfortable 
and safe on the water, the Hill Tide 22’ is an ideal choice. Built for versatility, this boat is designed to excel as both a 
fresh and saltwater fishing machine. The boat is also designed to easily navigate different waterways with ease. That 
means you can take it on a weekend picnic, water skiing, camping, exploring and on fishing trips. In its stock 
configuration, the Hill Tide 22’ offers two bait wells, forward rod lockers, ample storage and your choice of outboard 
power. Options include a t-top, hard top, electronics, shallow water anchor systems and trolling motor. With her wide 
beam and generous seating, the Hill Tide 22’ is the clear choice for family fun. 



 

Length 22’ 
Beam 8’7” 
Transom Height  25” 
Max Horsepower  300hp 
Max Persons 6 
Draft  11” 
Fuel Capacity 65 gallons 
Weight  2,200 pounds 
         All figures are subject to variance 
 



Click on one of these photos to watch a video 
about this boat or see an online photo album of 
how the boat is built.  



 

The Malvado has aggressive styling a complex running surface,  and unique features like multiple helm seating 
options, different consoles, seating for up to 8 people, up to three livewells (front and back wells are standard), an 
extra-large fish box, lockable rod boxes, coaming bolsters, jack plate, tons of storage and an optional enclosed head. 
The result is a boat with superior performance, ergonomics and versatility. At over twenty-five feet long, the Malvado 
is a super stable platform that handles open bays and near shore trips with ease. A hull draft of only 13” gives her 
access to the skinny stuff, while her sharp entry and flared bow shed water when running in chop. The Malvado 26’ 
features an ample front deck with storage and integrated seating, as well as a large fishable aft deck with jump 
seats and storage.  



 

 

Length 25’6” 
Beam 8’5” 
Transom Height  25” 
Max Horsepower  627hp 
Max Persons 10 
Draft  13” 
Fuel Capacity 90 gallons 
Weight  2,900 pounds 
         All figures are subject to variance 
 



 

 

Click on one of these photos to watch a video 
about this boat or see an online photo album of 
how the boat is built.  



 

 

The Cubera 28' is the ultimate sport-fishing boat for professional anglers. The Cubera’s hull sides are cored making 
the boat rigid yet lightweight. Outstanding fuel economy and bountiful fishing features maximize enjoyment for 
offshore excursions. The deck is flat with storage compartments below. The console allows plenty of walking space 
on either side, and the wide gunwales can accommodate downriggers, outriggers and rod holders. For those who 
love relaxing cruises, the Cubera 28' also offers a spacious foredeck and helm with plenty of seating for both family 
and friends. Standard features include baitwell, fish box and superb craftsmanship. Power options include single or 
twin V-6 outboards or a single V-8 outboard. If you’re fanatical about deep-water fishing, you'll love the Cubera 28'. 



 

Length 27’6” 
Beam 9’ 
Transom Height  25” 
Max Horsepower  650hp 
Max Persons 10 
Draft  20” 
Fuel Capacity 180 gallons 
Weight  3,800 pounds 
         All figures are subject to variance 
 

 



 

Click on one of these photos to watch a video 
about this boat or see an online photo album of 
how the boat is built.  

 



 

 

The Tortuga 30’ delivers big boat performance in a package that can be comfortably towed on a trailer or behind a 
yacht. The precisely engineered hull geometry obliterates waves while directing errant water away from the boat. This 
makes the Tortuga one of the driest center console fishing boats available under 34 feet in length. The v-pad stepped 
bottom of the Tortuga creates a comfortable ride, reduces pitch and roll, and allows the boat to be operated more 
efficiently than her contemporaries. With over 80 gallons of standard live-wells and a 180 gallon insulated fish box, 
this center console can play with the big boys at any fishing event. 



 

Length 29’10” 
Beam 9’10” 
Transom Height  25” 
Max Horsepower  700hp 
Max Persons 12 
Draft  22” 
Fuel Capacity 200 gallons 
Weight  4,200 pounds 
         All figures are subject to variance 
 

 



 
 

 

Click on a photo to watch a video about this boat 
or see an online photo album of how it is built.  



 

 

This is the offshore boat that die-hard fishermen dream of. The Defender 40’s sleek deep hull punishes the ocean to 
deliver a soft ride in even the most treacherous seas. Whether used as a law enforcement vessel, running offshore 
for big game, or simply enjoying quality time on the water, this extraordinary boat is the ultimate platform for taking 
on the open water with substance and style. 



 

Length 40’6” 
Beam 9’2” 
Transom Height  25” 
Max Horsepower  800hp 
Max Persons 14 
Draft  22” 
Fuel Capacity 300 gallons 
Weight  4,600 pounds 
         All figures are subject to variance 
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Click on a photo to watch a video about this boat 
or see an online photo album of how it is built.  


